HIV is most prevalent among men who have sex with men (MSM), and although most MSM use condoms consistently during casual sex, some take risks. To better understand the psychology of those risky decisions, we examined neural correlates of playing a virtual sexual 'hook up' game in an functional magnetic resonance imaging scanner in MSM who had, in the past 90 days, been sexually risky (N ¼ 76) or safe (N ¼ 31). We found that during potentially risky sexual choices, previously risky MSM had more right insula activity than previously safe MSM. Real-life sexual risk was related to trait positive and negative urgency. Insula activity that differentiated risky and safe MSM was related to trait positive and negative urgency. Future work should further examine if, and to what extent, insula activation during safe sex negotiation drives MSM's rash risky sexual decision-making.
Introduction
Risky sexual behavior increases the risk of contracting sexual diseases, including HIV (Bearinger et al., 2007) , which continue to spread among men who have sex with men (MSM) in the United States (CDC, 2015) . Sexually risky decisions (SRDs) 'in the heat of the moment' often precipitate risky sexual behavior (Noar et al., 2006) , so examining sexual behavior within that context could provide a better understanding of factors contributing to sexually risky behavior. Retrospective reporting of desires, urges and feelings may be inaccurate and thus inadequate to capture qualities of those 'in the moment' decisionmaking experiences (Mustanski, 2007) particularly given that a high state of sexual arousal is correlated with sexual risk behaviors in MSM (Ariely and Loewenstein, 2006) . To address this issue, we used a virtual 'hook up' computer game to provoke responses similar to those participants would have while making real life sex-related decisions.
The current article presents the first study to capture brain responses in an ecologically valid 'heat of the moment' sexual risk simulation task. Participants played the computer game during functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) scanning and their decision-time neural responses were captured and analyzed. This enabled us to combine neurological correlates with behavioral and personality correlates of risky sex to explore why people make risky choices in spite of the possible health consequences.
To select candidate neural factors of risk-taking during decision-making, we identified key decision-making sub-regions using Bechara's (2005) neurobiological theory of decision-making (Noël et al., 2013) . The theory describes three key subsystems determining decision-making in an immediate-reward context: (1) a reflective subsystem; (2) an impulsive subsystem and (3) an interoceptive-urge subsystem.
Reflective subsystem components include parts of the lateral prefrontal cortex (lPFC) and anterior cingulate cortex, thought to be important in cognitive control and response inhibition (Ridderinkhof et al., 2004; Hazy et al., 2007) , and the ventromedial prefrontal cortex (PFC), implicated in integrating and assessing value of alternatives (Basten et al., 2010) . In this article, we divide the reflective system into two sub-components: the dorsal PFC system and the ventral PFC system, considering the dorsal PFC's role in top-down controlled processing and the ventral PFC's role in valuation of alternatives and affective consideration of future consequences (Bechara, 2005) .
The impulsive subsystem is centered around the striatum (Balleine et al., 2007) and the amygdala. The interoceptive urge system, comprised of the insula, is the source of interoceptive signals. It is linked to deviations from homeostasis that give rise to the feeling of urge and desire (Naqvi and Bechara, 2009; Xue et al., 2010; Berntson et al., 2011; Droutman et al., 2015a,b) , and it drives a salience and attention network (Sridharan et al., 2008; Uddin, 2014) . Droutman et al. (2015a,b) highlighted the insula's role in stimulus-driven interoceptive urge (Garavan, 2010) or craving in risky conditions (Naqvi et al., 2014) , salience (Menon and Uddin, 2010) , attention switching (Sridharan et al., 2008) , and task set maintenance (Dosenbach et al., 2007) and tracking reward value (Paulus and Frank, 2006) during decisions involving uncertainty (Weller et al., 2007) . Through the insula's role in salience and attention, it could perform a role in a cognitive control network (Cole and Schneider, 2007) , driving attention to stimuli and a facilitating interoceptive-driven decision-making response to an interoceptive trigger, particularly under risky conditions. In particular, its role in task set maintenance (Dosenbach et al., 2007) during decision processing could explain how the insula produces salience and attention functions within the broader cognitive control network, driving bottom-up attentional redirection to give it a role in cognition and decision-making. Interoceptive urge, salience, valuation and cognitive control appear to be most evident in the right anterior dorsal insula (Droutman et al., 2015a,b) . Risky participants may experience greater desire or interoceptive urge upon exposure to highly salient or arousing stimuli, driving insula activity (Bechara, 2005; Craig, 2010; Droutman et al., 2015a,b) . Thus, during decision-making, greater insula activity could indicate a more viscerally-felt somatic response that drives decision-making.
It is useful to further characterize any activity found by examining known psychological factors that correlate with sexual risk. We specifically focused on trait positive and negative urgency because they have been related both to risky sexual behavior (Zapolski et al., 2009; Simons et al., 2010) and to insula activation in a risky decision-making task (Xue et al., 2010) . Trait urgency, usually defined and measured separately as positive and negative urgency, is defined as 'the tendency to engage in rash action in response to extreme positive (negative) affect,' respectively (Cyders and Smith, 2008, p. 807) . In a longitudinal study, Zapolski et al. (2009) found that positive urgency predicts an increase in risky sexual behavior in college students, while other longitudinal research (Deckman and DeWall, 2011) found that negative urgency was particularly important for risky sexual behavior. In Xue et al. (2010) , riskier decision-making was likely to recruit insula during risky decision-making and during feedback following risk-taking; the right anterior insula activity found was correlated with trait urgency; Droutman et al. (2015a,b) found that this is particularly true for the anterior dorsal and posterior insula. The finding is consistent with Chester et al.'s (2016) work linking insula activity during decisionmaking to interoceptive urge and risk-taking. Thus, we collected these measures with real-life sexual risk, in order to facilitate interpretation of risk group differences in neural activity during SR (sexually risky) decision-making in the task.
Research questions
Using the neurobiological model described above, we considered four hypotheses regarding potential neural differences between men who do and do not engage in high-risk sexual behavior in real life. These predictions, including the interoceptive urge prediction and its relationship with the insula, were described a priori before data was collected in NIDA R01DA031626, available online. 
Interoceptive urge subsystem
We hypothesized that additional interoception-driven desire, identifiable by more insula activity, distinguishes participants in the risky group from their safe group counterparts in our task.
Impulsive subsystem
Risky and safe participants should display differences in the impulsive decision-making subsystem. Risky behavior during the task could be explained by heightened sensitivity to reward and punishment (and hence impulsivity), visible as striatal region BOLD activity. Thus, in simulated sexual decisions, we predict additional striatal activity in the sexually risky group relative to the safe group. While insula subsystem activity suggests a somatosensory-driven response, impulsive subsystem activity simply suggests heightened sensitivity to reward and punishment.
Controlled processing subsystem
We considered potential controlled processing subsystem differences between sexual risk groups. A difference in controlled processing subsystem between risky and safe participants would suggest that control and response inhibition subsystem differences distinguish risky from safe participants during SRDmaking.
Trait urgency
We also examined trait urgency and its link both to sexual behavior and neural activity in the game. We hypothesized that there would be a link between a trait measure of urgency and MSM's past risky sexual behavior.
Materials and methods
Self report measures described herein as well as the game itself, playable as an executable on Microsoft Windows computers, are accessible online in the Open Science Framework database using the URL http://osf.io/t7nzy.
Participants
One hundred and twenty participants recruited for a larger study participated in this experiment. Qualified participants were sexually active non-monogamous MSM, had anal intercourse in the past 90 days, were HIV negative (tested within last 6 months), free of neurological history, non-binge drinkers 2 and met all safety requirements for MRI scanning. Informed consent was obtained from each participant before the experiment. The protocol of the fMRI study was approved by the relevant Institutional Review Board. For this larger study, fMRI data were collected from 177 participants. Game data were collected from 120 participants and of those, due to equipment and data storage problems, data from 113 participants were used for the analysis. Six further participants were excluded because they did not meet the inclusion criteria for any of the three risk groups, described below, leaving 107 MSM (MSM; including multi-racial participants, 38 Black, 49 Hispanic, and 32 White, aged 18-31, M ¼ 24.1, s.d. ¼ 3.1). This was part of a wider study in which we examined the differences between sexually risky and sexually safe men and also, for sexually risky men, differences between men who have used methamphetamine and men who have not. Within the population (MSM in the Greater Los Angeles Area), methamphetamine use during sex is common (Landovitz et al., 2013) and methamphetamine use is associated with increased risk of HIV infection (Buchacz et al., 2005; Allerton and Blake, 2008) , so we were interested in including a methamphetamine-using group for other analyses not reported here. Consequently, the men were selected to fit into one of three groups: those who reported neither having condomless anal intercourse in the previous 90 days (CAI90), nor ever using methamphetamine (Safe group; N ¼ 31), participants who had reported CAI in the previous 90 days but had reported never using methamphetamine (risky, no-methamphetamine group; N ¼ 42) and participants who reported having used methamphetamine at least once in a lifetime and reported having CAI in the previous 90 days (risky methamphetamine-using group; N ¼ 34). For the current article, we were exclusively interested in sexual risk, so participants were subsequently grouped by sexual risk-taking: one group [safe participants] only had protected AI, and one group [risky participants] had at least one instance of CAI90.
Self-report measures
In an online screening survey, participants reported their frequency of different sexual behaviors and their drug and alcohol use. Sexual practice data included the amount of CAI participants had in the previous 90 days and the proportion of the sex that they had in the previous 90 days that was unsafe or condomless (operationalized as anal sex without a condom). Participants were asked to report experienced cravings for drugs and alcohol as well as filling out a Sexual Functioning and Methamphetamine Use scale, developed from Appleby et al. (2003) .
Participants completed a survey taken immediately before the scan answering questions on the UPPS-P scale (Lynam et al., 2006) , designed to measure aspects of impulsive behavior (Lynam et al., 2006) . The subscales of this measure include Positive and Negative Urgency, Lack of Premeditation, Lack of Perseverance and Sensation-Seeking. For exploratory purposes participants also filled out an Attachment scale (Collins, 2008) , the Big-5 Aspects scale (DeYoung et al., 2007) , a BIS/BAS scale (Carver and White, 1994 ) and other scales not related to these analyses.
Game task and measures
The fMRI Game task was a video game in which participants had the opportunity to meet attractive young male computer characters and 'hook up' (have sex) with them on a virtual date. Through their onscreen avatar, players had opportunities to make choices about safe sex practice before having explicitly depicted sex with a virtual partner. The exact number of opportunities participants had to make a SRD varied based on the choices the participant made in the game, but the median number of decisions made was seven. The game is described in more detail in the Supplementary Material (1.3. Subsystems).
Decision-making events were separated into four decision categories: SRDs, sex-role, alcohol and conversational decisions; the text for all choices is listed in the Supplementary Material (Supplementary Table S1 ). Time for each event was determined by the amount of time it took subjects to actually make the decision each time ( Figure 1 ). SRDs were categorized as 'Safe' or 'Risky' choices according to the flowchart described in Figure 2 .
In a prior national sample of 377 participants exposed to the game task over the Internet reported in Miller et al. (in preparation), participants were asked to indicate their level of agreement before and subsequent to game play via a five-item scale asking how aroused, turned on, sexually hot, sexually excited and sensuous they felt on 6 point scales from 'not at all' to 'very strongly.' Across participants, self-reported sexual arousal rose significantly from a mean of 3.91 (s. 
fMRI analysis
Preprocessing is described in the Supplementary Material. fMRI statistical analyses were carried out using FEAT 6 (FMRIB software library, version 4.1.8, http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl) and the XFSL package (a BASH script library complementing FSL using grid computing; http://xfsl.fmri.cn).
Data were modeled at the first level using a general linear model. Regressors were created for each of the four decision categories (alcohol, sex role, SRDs and conversational). Alcohol and sex-role decision categories were included to eliminate variance not related to the study hypotheses. Note that for each category, decisions were considered together regardless of whether the outcome was risky or safe, because there were not enough risky sexual choices made to get a measure of activity unique to the choice of a risky outcome. Each regressor was compared against an implicit baseline in a general linear model. Alcohol, sex role and SRDs were contrasted against conversational decision-making in linear models, so in total, eight contrasts were examined-two for each of alcohol, sex role and SRD choices (contrasting each first against the implicit baseline and second against the conversational task), one for the conversational task contrasted with the baseline and one examining all of the decisions together, contrasted with the baseline. The implicit baseline included all activity that was not part of the four participant decision types. This included times when the participant was navigating around the 3D environment; times when the computer character was saying something to the participant; any sexual activity; any future self presentations (the 'future self' functioned as a narrator') and any other activity that was not a decision the participant was making.
Comparing each decision type with both the implicit baseline and the conversational decisions is useful for two reasons. First, we can be more confident that any positive contrast found across both contrasts is not due to negative activation within the conversational task, because activity was present in contrast with implicit baseline. Second, identifying activity across both contrasts helps us to be confident that it relates to the particular decision-making category (e.g. SRDs in particular), and is not an artifact of decision-making via the game interface, (i.e. moving a mouse to select a response from a response menu), because the activity appeared significant even where contrasted against conversational decision-making. This is important because of the movement coordination and other brain processing required for mundane, ecologically irrelevant processing like selecting items from a menu. By comparing SRDs with conversational decisionmaking, these activities can be controlled for.
A temporal derivative of each regressor was added to each model and the result was convolved with a double-gamma hemodynamic response function. At the second level, a fixed- Fig. 1 . Procedure used to determine whether a SRD choice is safe or risky, taking into account the context of the choice. Each box in the first level of multiple alternatives in this chart describes all the alternatives participants had for a particular SRD. 'Previously agreed to safe sex' describes a 'NA' indicates a particular choice is not relevant to sexual risk-taking at all. Some choices are considered 'risky' merely relative to others. For instance, switching positions is not inherently risky, but if participants have not previously agreed to safe sex, it is deemed risky relative to choosing an alternative sexual activity with virtually no HIV risk. effects analysis aggregated these eight activity contrasts across both runs for each participant. Finally, at the third level, we used FSL's randomise permutation testing tool (Winkler et al., 2014) , calculating 500 permutations, to generate separate threshold-free cluster-enhanced (TFCE; Smith and Nichols, 2009 ) contrasts in each of the four anatomical regions of interest (interoceptive, valuative, controlled-processing and impulsive regions).
Since the game is participant-driven, not all participants made sex role decisions during their sessions. The narrative required that all engage in sexual activity, but some participants consistently chose oral or manual over anal sex and only those who chose anal sex had sex role decisions to make. For the two sex role activity contrasts, 81 (20 in Safe Group and 61 in Risky Sex Group) participants who had at least one sex role decision were included.
Additionally, in order to check for within-group neural differences related to risky sex, risky sex was tested as a covariate at the whole-brain level. Two separate covariate analyses were run, treating risky sex as a continuous variable covariate so that within-group neural differences could be detected. One included methamphetamine use as an additional regressor in order to control for it, while the other did not. In all of these analyses, no interaction within prior-defined decision-making regions could be found, so this is not further discussed.
Results

Behavioral analysis
Risk-taking and other behavior within the game is related to similar activities in real life. Participants who made at least one unsafe SRD during gameplay reported more unprotected sex in the previous 90 days than participants who made no SRDs during gameplay (Miller et al., in preparation) . Chosen in-game sex positions (i.e. top or bottom) were correlated with sex positions taken in real life, and in-game alcohol consumption was also related to real-life alcohol consumption. Details of these results are provided in Supplementary Material (2.1 Behavioral results).
The frequency and durations of participants' decisions are recorded in Table 1 . Of the 34 participants in the risky methamphetamine-using group, only 15 (44%) reported using methamphetamine in the previous 90 days and 11 reported using methamphetamine in the previous 90 days during sex.
Total scan time per subject, on average, was 320 s for conversational decisions, 59 s for SRDs, 24 s for alcohol decisions and 6 s for sexrole decisions; the total scan time per subject did not significantly differ across the sexual risk groups for any of the four decision categories. Subjects rarely made a risky choice when faced with an SRD: over all 107 subjects, only 21 made any risky choices at all. Due to the way subjects in each group played the game, there was a marginal difference in the number of SRDs (Safe ¼ 6. 
Neuroimaging
In this section, we report neuroimaging findings related to the interoceptive network. This includes examining main effects across all subjects as well as group contrast effects that signal possible links to risky decision-making. We then examine possible links between insula activity and positive and negative urgency during SRD-making. Main effects in the other four decision-making regions examined are described in the Supplementary Material (2.2.1. Main Effects: SRDs in TFCE ROI analysis), though there were no significant contrasts between Risky and Safe groups in those regions. Data in this section are also accessible in an electronic form in the Open Science Framework database using the URL http://osf.io/t7nzy.
Insula activity
Effect across risk groups. Across all subjects, we examined the insula cluster map during SRD > Implicit baseline and SRD > Conversational. Bilateral anterior insula activity was evident in both the SRD > Implicit Baseline (Left: 162 voxels at [-30, 14, -12] [32, 20 -8]) contrasts. In other words, the anterior insula was differentially active for SRD compared to Conversational activity and compared to implicit baseline across the groups. Difference in risk groups. We contrasted risky and safe subjects, and examined the insula cluster map during SRD > Implicit Baseline and SRD > Conversational decision contrasts. Comparing the Risky and Safe groups, the SRD > Implicit Baseline contrast showed a significant cluster of activity in the right posterior insula (53 voxels peaking at [42, -16, 4] ), while the SRD > Conversational contrast showed a significant cluster of activity in the right anterior dorsal insula (155 voxels peaking at [36, 14, -8] ) (Figure 3, Table 3 ).
Trait-level personality explanations
In order to search for possible explanations for the observed differences in Safe-Sex and Risky-Sex groups during SRDs, we examined relationships between participants' scores on positive and negative urgency, as well as 23 exploratory personality subscale values with the real life incidences of risky sex (CAI90) ( Table 4 ). Due to the inclusion of the safe group the data was highly skewed and all correlations were Spearman's correlations. Using false discovery rate correction (Benjamini and Yekutieli, 2001 ) for 25 multiple comparisons, there were 5 significant correlations (P < 0.05 corrected) with incidences of risky sex, the strongest of which was negative urgency (r s ¼ 0.44, P < 0.001 uncorrected). To match the risk measure we used in the fMRI contrast, we ran a follow-up analysis treating sexual risk as a dichotomized value and measuring the difference in personality factors between risky and safe participants, using a Welch's t-test, (t ¼ 5.427, P < 0.001). In a follow-up logistic regression analysis predicting risk group (Safe or Risky) from both positive and negative urgency, the negative urgency term was significant (b ¼ 2.27, P < 0.001) while the positive urgency term was not. When a positive and negative urgency interaction term was added, to include three predictors in total, only the negative urgency term was significant (b ¼ 3.91, P < 0.001).
Negative and positive urgency and insula-related activity
Consistent with previous findings outlined in the Introduction, negative urgency was the personality factor most strongly correlating with risky real life sexual behavior in our dataset. As outlined in the introduction, negative urgency has been previously linked to the anterior dorsal insula activity, found to significantly differentiate risky and safe subjects here. Thus, we examined the relationship between urgency and insula activity using 3 mm cluster peaks for the two right insula clusters found in the cluster analysis above. Significant correlations of the insula cluster peaks were found for positive and negative urgency (Supplementary Table S2 ). Although we did identify negative urgency as a potential variable of interest ahead of time before running the study (https://tinyurl.com/riskysexual decisionmaking), we also found it was strongly related to group (as described in the previous section). For this reason, to the extent that the relationship between Group and negative urgency prompted further analysis of urgency and other variables, the correlations in Table 5 must be treated with caution and are somewhat inflated by the known relationship between positive and negative urgency and group, as described in Table 4 .
Insula activity across baselines and meth use
Two potential issues remain when interpreting these results. First, the clusters detected in the posterior insula during SRD, and the anterior insula during SRD-Conversational did not overlap. Thus, we need to ensure that each of the contrast effects (in the anterior and posterior insula, respectively) were not primarily driven by either of the baseline contrasts (Implicit, or Conversational). Second, because we combined all of the risky subjects in a single group, the observed differential may reflect a difference between meth users and non-meth users rather than sexually risky and safe subjects.
Anatomical ROIs confirm risk group differences. In order to ensure the effects we found could be observed across baseline and conversational contrasts, we conducted further ROI tests defined solely anatomically. The contrast means for the right insula and three subregions of the right insula cortex from the Safe-Sex and Risky-Sex groups were compared using both the baseline and conversational contrasts. Anatomical regions of interest were defined using three standardized anatomical masks (Deen et al., 2011) -anterior dorsal insula, anterior ventral insula and posterior insula, which various investigations have described as distinct structures (Chang et al., 2013; Droutman et al., 2015a,b) . There was only one expected direction for an interpretable effect, so we used a one-tailed t-test, only testing for an effect in that direction, i.e. more SRD activity in the risky conditions than safe condition.
Both risky groups, considered separately, show significantly (P < 0.05) more right insula activity during SRD than the safe group (Figure 4, left panel) . We also considered the three main regions of the right insula. In the right anterior dorsal insula, there was significantly (P < 0.05) more activity in each Risky Group, considered separately, than the safe group, during SRD, regardless of baseline used (Implicit or Conversational; both panels). In the right posterior and right anterior ventral insula, there was significantly (P < 0.05) more SRD activity in each Risky group, considered separately, than the safe group (Figure 4, left panel) .
There was some evidence of a difference in Risky Meth and Risky No Meth groups, but not across both baselines. Across the right insula, the Risky Meth group had more activity than the Risky No Meth group, but only when contrasted with Notes: Using Benjamini-Hochberg False discovery rate with all P-values corrected for 25 multiple comparisons. t-score P-values are uncorrected and derived from a follow-up analysis in which the two sexual risk groups were compared along each factor, to demonstrate the associations held for the same groups used to define the fMRI contrasts. Confidence intervals calculated using Fisher's r-to-z transformation.
Conversational decisions (Figure 4 , center panel), and so this may be attributable to the Risky No Meth group's greater activity during Conversational Decision-making (Figure 4 , right panel). Examining SRD-Conversational contrasts within the three insula subregions (Figure 5 ), there was significantly (P < 0.05) greater activity in the Meth group in the anterior ventral right insula and marginally significantly more activity in the posterior and anterior dorsal insula. Again, however, the complete absence of any significant difference when not contrasting with the Conversational baseline suggests that this effect could be due to the significantly greater activity observed for the Risky No Meth group during Conversational decision-making.
No significant difference at cluster peaks attributable to meth use. In order to investigate differences between Meth Users and NonMeth users further, we measured activity in 3 mm spherical cluster peaks found for each of three risk groups (Safe No Meth, Risky No Meth and Risky Meth) and measuring activity during SRD contrasting with either the implicit or conversational baselines. We compared group differences in activity at the 3 mm peaks of the clusters (Supplementary Figure S6) across both baselines (implicit or conversational) and for each group contrast (Risky Meth > Safe; Risky No Meth > Safe) when each group is considered separately. For comparison, Supplementary Figure  S6 also includes conversational decision-making activity in each group in the same cluster peaks. As expected, for conversational decision-making, there were no Safe vs Risky differences that were consistent over Meth and No Meth Risk subgroups, or between the implicit and conversational baselines. We used t-tests to compare Risky No Meth and Risky Meth groups (because these groups were of different sizes, respectively, N ¼ 43 and N ¼ 34, there is potential for concern about bias in such a test; see Kriegeskorte et al., 2009 , but the group size difference is relatively small).
There was a significant difference between Risky Meth and Risky No Meth groups during conversational activity (P < 0.05), but there were no significant differences between Risky Meth and Risky No Meth groups for either of the SRD-Implicit Baseline or SRD-Conversational Baseline contrasts. Thus, the additional insula activity found for risky but not safe subjects during SRD-making at both of the cluster peaks (found using SRD-Implicit Baseline or SRD-Conversational) seems unlikely to be due to Meth Use or to either the Meth Group or Non Meth group in isolation.
Discussion
The current results support several conclusions. First, neural processes during SRD-making distinguish previously risky MSM from safe MSM, suggesting that individual differences in neural The first column refers to the contrast from which the activity was sampled; the second column refers to the contrast from which the 3 mm cluster peaks were created. For instance, the first row contains activity as identified in the SRD-Implicit Baseline contrast, within the bounds of the cluster peak identified in the SRDImplicit Baseline contrast.
*P < 0.05 uncorrected. Fig. 4 . Activity in the right insula by contrast and subject group. Each data point represents one participant. P-values describe one-tailed t-tests, for SRD and SRD-CON, testing for greater activity in the riskier groups and for CON, testing for greater activity in the safer groups.
processing in the moment of decision-making impact risk outcomes. Second, of the decision-making regions in Bechara's (2005) decision-making network, it is insula activity that distinguishes risky from safe MSM during SRD-making; and we did not find any evidence for impulsive-region or controlled-processing distinctions. Third, there is a relationship between real-life sexual risk and traits including negative and positive urgency. Fourth, we found that SRD activity in right insula regions that distinguish risky from safe MSM may be correlated with positive and negative urgency. This may suggest that people higher on trait negative urgency are more prone to make risky decisions in the heat of the moment, and that the neural mechanism that produces this difference includes the right posterior and anterior dorsal insula. Overall, we have identified neural correlates of risky sexual decision-making and identified some possible psychological interpretations for those correlates. A competing explanation for individual variation in sexual risk is that safe men are safer because they do not put themselves in risky situations in the first place. Our finding that neural processes differ between risk groups during SRD-making, in Fig. 5 . SRD Insula activity (SRD-Implicit Baseline and SRD-Conversational) by location and Subject Group. Each data point represents one participant; regions highlighted are the regions from which the z-stat activity means were taken. P-values described are of one-tailed t-tests testing for greater PE in the risky compared to safe group. Fig. 6 . The graph shows activity at each 3 mm spherical cluster peak in each frame. The first frame shows activity in the SRD-generated mask in the posterior insula while the second frame shows activity in the SRD-Conversational-generated mask in the anterior insula. For SRD activity, there is consistently no difference between the two risk groups. For conversational activity, there does appear to be a difference between Meth and Non-Meth groups. Anatomical ROIs are shown in the previous section.
a decision-making relevant region of the brain, suggests that at least some individual variation in sexual risk is related to variation in decision-making processes in sexual situations themselves, rather than through avoiding risky situations altogether. There are clear signs of neural processing differences in the insula and other regions, and this could be leading riskier participants to take risks.
The game is designed to simulate real-life decision-making, and because it is also designed as an intervention tool, it is possible that the SRD-Conversational and SRD comparison activity are due to differences in comparison conditions not related to SRD-making in particular. In particular, both the Implicit Baseline and Conversational contrast could introduce signal not specifically relevant to risky sexual decision-making. We note two features of the design that make it more likely that it is SRD-making in particular which is responsible for the difference. First, we have only interpreted activity that is apparent with both the Baseline and Conversational contrasts. By using Conversational contrasts we can be confident that the effect is not due to decision-making in general; nor does it reflect the irrelevant stimulus actions like selecting items from the onscreen menu. By using baseline contrasts, we can also be confident that the effect is not due to negative activity contrast within the Conversational task. Second, the SRDs include activity during sexually charged scenes, but also include activity during more mundane scenes, like the first scene of the game where the participant is about to leave the house and decides whether to take a condom (Supplementary Table S1 ). Conversely, the Conversational decisions and the implicit Baseline with which the SRDs are contrasted also occur in the context of a mix of mundane and sexually charged settings. We also note that the power of this paradigm is somewhat limited, due to the small number of decision-points throughout the task. We only measured a mean of 7.3 SRDs per subject, which in turn, considering the mean SRD duration of 8.1 s, affects the total number of images available to measure decision-making. This was because our game task was designed for intervention purposes and thus, design decisions were made in order to maximize real-life correspondence. We suggest that future fMRI examinations of this kind of task seek to maximize the number of decision points while maintaining a level of ecological validity.
We examined four distinct decision-making systems from Bechara's (2005) decision-making network: the dlPFC, the striatum, the valuative orbitofrontal-ventromedial PFC and the insula system. Within the four decision-making regions selected a priori, only right insula activity distinguished risky participants from safe participants during SRD-making in a way that was clearly distinct from other, non-sexually risky forms of decision-making, i.e. consistent regardless of baseline.
The finding was most robust in the right anterior dorsal insula, where the insula-masked TFCE analysis suggested more activity for risky than safe subjects during SRD-making; a follow-up analysis suggested an effect regardless of baseline (implicit or conversational). Anatomical ROIs showed the same thing. There also appeared to be activity in the right posterior insula, except that in the anatomical-only contrast, the posterior insula activity is only observed while not contrasting with conversational decision-making. Averages of 3 mm point spheres around TFCE cluster peaks suggested that for both of the Risk Groups-the No Meth group and the Meth Group-there was significantly more insula activity during SRDs for risky subjects than safe subjects.
Explanations for the finding that risky men had more SRD activity in the right insula than safe men can be found in literature about right insula activity during decision-making. According to the Somatic Marker Hypothesis (Bechara and Damasio, 2005) , the insula plays an important role in decisionmaking in transmitting interoceptive signals to the PFC. Other work has identified the posterior insula as responsible for sensorimotor processing (Droutman et al., 2015a,b; Wager and Barrett, 2017) , while the dorsal anterior insula has been implicated in risky decision-making (Droutman et al., 2015a,b) as well as salience (Menon and Uddin, 2010) , task set maintenance (Dosenbach et al., 2007) and cognitive control (Cole and Schneider, 2007) . The finding may be related to previous research by Hä cker et al., (2014), which found additional insula activity when participants observed an individual they perceived as high-risk compared to during observation of an individual perceived as low-risk. The dorsal anterior insula has also been previously related to trait urgency in risky decisionmaking, (Xue et al., 2010) , as was explicitly found here. One possibility is that risky subjects had a stronger insula reaction to stimuli; subjects high on trait urgency had a particularly strong reaction, as in Xue et al. (2010) . This would drive decision-making activity based around the right anterior dorsal insula-previously having been implicated in valuation during risky decision-making (Paulus and Frank, 2006; Weller et al., 2007) . Activity in the right posterior insula supports this interpretation, because it could indicate a somatosensory-driven response (Craig, 2002) . Thus, the difference found between risky and safe participants, across both the posterior and anterior dorsal insula, could indicate a difference in interoceptive signal leading to a response under risky conditions.
There appears to be a relationship between real-life sexual risk and traits including negative and positive urgency, consistent with the role of negative and positive urgency (Cyders and Smith, 2008; Zapolski et al., 2009; Cyders et al., 2010; Simons et al., 2010) in risky decision-making. A follow-up logistic regression of our behavioral data also suggested that negative urgency in particular may be the key factor predicting risky decisionmaking among our study population. Unfortunately, we did not collect self report data from our subjects about affect during the game, and our team plans to incorporate this in the next revision of the game environment. We did find that the same insula regions distinguishing risky from safe participants during SRDmaking may be correlated with trait negative urgency. This is consistent with previous data described above, linking the insula to trait negative urgency during a risky gambling task (Xue et al., 2010) , the posterior and anterior dorsal insula with urge processing and generation (Droutman et al., 2015a,b) , and with Chester et al. (2016) , who found that in a negativelyvalenced decision-making task, greater insula activity predicted substance abuse 1 month and 1 year later among subjects high in negative urgency.
Prior literature has identified a role of both positive (Zapolski et al., 2009) and negative urgency (Deckman and DeWall, 2011) in risky sexual behavior. Zapolski et al. (2009) found that positive urgency was related to risky sexual behavior in a predominantly Caucasian (86%) female (73%) undergraduate sample. Deckman and DeWall (2011)'s sample of predominantly White (76%) female (80%) undergraduates also found that, of the other forms of impulsivity in the UPPS þ P scale, sensation seeking, lack of premeditation and positive urgency were associated with risky sexual behavior. In contrast-possibly due to differences in predominant sexual orientation, race or gender, our data did not suggest that sensation seeking was at all related to variance in risky sexual behavior. Additionally, while our own study only classified unprotected casual sex in the prior 90 days as risky, their study included lifetime occurrences of a one night stand regardless of any protection, sex with a promiscuous partner and other conditions. The present research adds to the broader picture about personality traits related to different types of risky sexual behavior in specific population groups.
Behavioral (e.g. problem gambling) and drug addictions are both related to striatal, reflective and impulsive-system dysfunction (Leeman and Potenza, 2012) . The current study does not find differences between risky and safe subjects in any of those systems, though it did reveal an insula-based distinction. This could help point to a distinction between problem gambling and drug use on the one hand, and problematic sexual risk-taking on the other. Whereas problem gambling and drug use are both related to a wide variety of neurological pathologies, it seems that problematic sexual risk-taking may be specifically related to differences in urge response.
The results presented here suggest a role of the insula in risky sexual decision-making. The insula is associated with interoceptive input and processing of social risk in the decisionmaking process (Xue et al., 2010; Droutman et al., 2015a,b) . Previous research relates the insula to negative urgency. The current findings are consistent with that relationship: negative urgency appears to be related to insula activity during risky sexual decision-making.
Conclusions
Positive and negative urgency are associated with risky sexual behavior. The right insula appears to be more active during SRD-making for risky subjects compared to safe subjects. Cluster peaks differentiating risky from safe subjects during SRD-making are correlated with negative urgency. Taken together, it appears that negative urgency could play a somatically-driven role through the insula to disrupt potential safe choices during SRD-making.
